GRADUATE COUNCIL AND PIEPER FELLOWSHIPS

Graduate Council and Pieper Fellowships are available for exceptionally qualified incoming doctoral students. Typically, ten fellowships are available each academic year.

Jennifer Nestler  Anatomical Sciences  Graduate Council Fellowship
Gregory Clinton  Comparative Literary & Cultural Studies  Graduate Council Fellowship
Maria Jenkins  Comparative Literary & Cultural Studies  Graduate Council Fellowship
Evgeny Brud  Ecology & Evolution  Graduate Council Fellowship
Matthew Mosher  English  Graduate Council Fellowship
Anne Summers  English  Graduate Council Fellowship
Megan Flynn  History  Graduate Council Fellowship
Erica Mukherjee  History  Graduate Council Fellowship
Isaac Klingensmith  Marine & Atmospheric Sciences  Graduate Council Fellowship
Samuel Urmy  Marine & Atmospheric Sciences  Graduate Council Fellowship
Brendan Conuel  Philosophy  Graduate Council Fellowship
Christopher Manno  Philosophy  Graduate Council Fellowship
Daniel Irving  English  Pieper Fellowship
Adrian Di Antonio  Neuroscience  Pieper Fellowship
Scott Bokemper  Political Science  Pieper Fellowship
Carrie Mongle  Anthropological Sciences  Pieper Fellowship
David Bock  Chemistry  Pieper Fellowship
Sarah Llewelyn  Computer Science  Pieper Fellowship

National Science Foundation Fellowship

Ashley Gosselin-Ildari. (2007). Ecology and Evolution, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.

Sara H. Burch. (2008). Geosciences, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.
Abigail E. Cahill. (2008). Ecology and Evolution, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.

Jonathan Michael Bunn. (2009). Anthropology, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.

Cindy Leiton. (2009). Pharmacology, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.


James Herrera. (2010). Anthropology, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.

Jasmine Valentin. (2010). Marine Sciences, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.

Kyle Viterbo. (2010). Anthropology, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.

Daniel DeDora. (2011). Biomedical Engineering, Graduate Research Fellowship, $90,000 for three years. National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.